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Book 1 Midterm Test    

 
 

A. Check the correct groups. 

1.            

boy       Person        Thing        Animal        Place 

 

2.                     2. 

zoo       Person        Thing        Animal        Place 

 

3.              

             cat        Person        Thing        Animal        Place 

4.  

 

 pen       Person        Thing        Animal        Place 

 

B. Write a or an, and write correct plurals. 
 
5.                                     6.         

                    _____ egg → _______ 

                      bus → ________ 

7.                                     8. 

                  

_____ ant → ________                     _____ box → _______      

9.                                    10. 

                  

_____ watch → _______                   _____ iguana → ______  

11.                                   12.  

                  

_____ orange → _______                  _____ dish → ________ 

    Unit 01 – 12  
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C. Write the correct pronouns. 

 

 
 

13. _____________ is a queen.                  14. _______________ is a king. 

15. _____________ are teachers.                16. _____________ is a cup. 

 17. _____________ am a boy.   

 

D. Complete the sentences.  

18.                                        19.  

 

 

    

I’m not a queen.                          They _______________ vets.  

    I __________________ a king.                  They _____________ painters. 

 

20.                                        21.  

 

 

   

 ______________ it a doll?                     _____________ you a dancer?   

    Yes, _________________.                      No, ______________________.         

                                              ___________________ a singer. 

22.                                        23.  

 

 

 

   ________ she a teacher?                    ______________ they pencils? 

   _________, _____________________.              No, they _________________. 

____________________ crayons. 

 
 

 
 

  

I          He            She          It           They 
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E. Answer the questions.  

 

 
 
 

24.  What is it?       

_____________________________________________ 

 

25.  Who are they?    

______________________________________ 

 

26.  What are they?   

______________________________________ 

 

27.  Who is he?       

_______________________________________ 
 
 

F. Circle this, that, these, or those.  
 

28.  

                      ( This / That / These / Those ) is a frog. 

 

 

29. 

                       Is ( this / that / these / those ) a pen? 

 

30. 

    

                Are ( this / that / these / those ) sandwiches? 

 

 

31. 

                       ( This / That / These / Those ) are forks.  

 

 He’s my father.           They are desks. 

        They are my friends.           It’s a pen.  
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G. Rewrite the sentences. 
 

 

 

  

 

32.  That is a brush.  

→ _________________________________________________ 

   (Plural) 

33.  Is this a fox?  

→ _________________________________________________ 

   (Plural) 

34.  These are pencil cases. 

→ _________________________________________________ 

      (Singular) 

35.  Are those potatoes? 

→ _________________________________________________ 

      (Singular) 

 

H. Circle the correct adjectives and rewrite the sentences. 
 

36.  It is a ( long / short ) tail.  

   → _______________________________________  
 

37.  It is a ( big / small ) bag.   

   → ________________________________________ 

 

38.  It is a ( round / square ) clock.  

   → ________________________________________ 

   

39.  They are ( red / blue ) birds.  

   → ________________________________________ 

  This is a peach. 

→  These are peaches.  
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I. Rewrite the sentences.  
 

40.  This is  I  cap.          

 →  __________________________________________________________________ 

41.  These are  she  shoes.  

 →  __________________________________________________________________ 

42.  It is  you  camera.       

→  __________________________________________________________________ 

43.  That is  he  bike.        

→  __________________________________________________________________ 

44.  Those are  they  bones. 

 →  __________________________________________________________________ 

45.  This is  we  house.   

 →  __________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

J. Complete the sentences.  

 

 

 

 

46.  ______________ is that?            47.  ______________ is a hat.  

48.  What ______________ is it?         49.  It ______________ green. 

50.  What ______________ these?       51.  ______________ are gloves. 

 

What       It       color       They      is      are 
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K. Circle the correct answers.  
 

52. Who is ________________?  

○a  I                     ○b  she                 ○c  an apple 

 

53. What _________ they?    

○a  am                   ○b  are                 ○c  is  

 

54.  Are you a cook?  

○a  Yes, you are.          ○b  No, I’m not.          ○c  Yes, we are. 

55. He _______________ a teacher.  

○a  are                   ○b  isn’t                 ○c  am 

56.  Are they ____________ flowers?  

○a  red                   ○b  this                 ○c  she 

57. What are those?  

○a  They are caps.         ○b  This is a cap.         ○c  It’s caps. 

58.  Is _____________ an ostrich?  

○a  these                  ○b  those               ○c  that 

59.  Those are ______________ gloves.   

○a  we                    ○b  I                    ○c  his 

60.  Is it a round table?  

○a  Yes, they are.           ○b  It’s a table.          ○c  No, it isn’t. 


